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(Arranged by Sidney Silber) 
COMPOSITION 501 
As the title, "Amoroso'', suggests, this Composition is a song of tender love. It is to be inferred, 
however, that the love sentiment is not directed to a person. We sense, rather, an expression of the 
composer's spiritual devotion to ideals which may be realized only in music. 
The initial fourteen measures present, as it were, the first verse of a tone poem-a melody of 
serene loveliness, rising by degrees in intensity of feeling. The thread of musical eloquence is then 
taken up by the piano alone, and at measure 20, the second verse begins. This, in its turn, rises 
to still greater heights of feeling, reaching a climax in measures 29 to 33. The piano part which 
follows seems to suggest an emotional struggle, and in measures 37 to 43, the most intense climax 
of all is reached. 
Beginning with measure 47, the mood is again one of serenity, as at first, and from this point 
there is a gradual retrogression or fading-out of the melody, which now becomes a song of other-
worldliness. The coda, starting at measure 60, has the character of a poignant leave-taking. 
"While true intonation is indispensable in good violin playing, a rich, singing tone quality which 
suits and fits each changing mood, is paramount. For example, while you may easily produce clear 
and true sounds in the long sustained tones in measures 1 and 2, you must put your musical soul to 
work to project successfully the musical content which these tones should have. In lyric music like 
this, a single sustained tone may by its manner of articulation unveil a world of feeling. 
Although this Composition is written in 3/4 measure, you may find it easier at first to count the 
beats as if it were \ written in 6/g measure, and this will help you to join your part accurately with 
that of the piano. Syncopated effects occur frequently, and this is the simpler way to master them. 
As indicated by the text, the range of dynamic intensity is broad. Take particular pains with 
your pianissimos, to make them clear, but keep them as far removed as possible from your forti'ss-
imos, so that you may have a wide field in which to establish your dynamic contrasts. 
Observe that the tones in the last three measures are harmonics, and refer to Lesson 73, TECH-
NIC, for guidance in playing the tones called for. 
(A suggestion for your accompanist: The violin part must always be permitted to soar above 
your own. During your solo interludes, however, you may play without restraint, except that im-
posed by good taste.) 
Erich Wolff, although little known in America, was highly regarded in his homeland, Austria, 
and in Germany, throughout his too brief career. His lyric genius expressed itself in numerous songs 
which the foremost singers of his time delighted to interpret. "While touring the United States as the 
accompanist of Julia Culp, he succumbed to an infection and died at the age of twenty-eight. 
This arrangement of a composition originally written for the piano is the tribute of an artist to 
the memory of a gifted colleague. Sidney Silber, eminent American pianist and writer on musical 
subjects, who made the arrangement for violin and piano, met the composer during his student days 
in Vienna, and was bound to him by intimate ties of friendship. 
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(Arranged by Sidney Silber) 
For Violin and Piano 
COMPOSITION 501 
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VIOLIN COMPOSITION 502 
The Sea Gull 
PAULSEN 
We can easily trace throughout this composition the poetic idea which inspired it, and find, ao-
cordingly, . the technical means for giving it expression. 
The sea is calm; the sun is bright; a solitary gull wings his way far out over the waters, voic-
ing occasionally his mournful cry (measures 1 to 24). Play this section in moderate tempo, and 
keep the rhythm steady, as the rhythmic patterns suggest the motion of the bird in flying. · Give 
careful attention to the strong dynamic contrasts indicated. 
With the long crescendo scale in measure 25, we witness the rising of a sudden storm--
the sea gull is caught in its full fury, but he has triumphed over many a gale, and courageously 
he matches his skill against its strength. Sound forth the melody boldly and vigorously from 
measure 25 to measure 51, to depict the steady progress of the gull against the force of the storm. 
Apply considerable pressure to the bow, and ·increase the speed of your strokes proportionately. (See 
Lesson 14, TECHNIC.) Observe that reiterated down-bow strokes should be used in measures 40 
and 46, for emphasis. 
Gradually the storm abates (measures 52 to 60). The harp-like cadenza inthe accompaniment 
of measure 61 suggests the return of tranquil weather, and in the concluding measures we see the 
gull glide slowly downward to the rocky shore where he makes his home. Use the utmost care 
to shade the last long tone downward from "soft" to"barely audible". Toward the end of this tone, 
press downward gently with the little finger of your right hand, to remove a part of the weight of 
the bow from the string. 
You will find this piece an interesting study in the modern harmonic idiom. In measures 1, 2, 3, 
and elsewhere, dissonant chords are used in the accompaniment to simulate the cry of the sea gull. 
The composition ends very effectively on an unresolved combination of tones, and throughout the en-
tire piece you will find progressions which are characteristically modern. 
P. Marinus Paulsen is a contemporary American composer of Danish descent. He was born in 
Aalborg, Denmark, and was brought at an early age to the United States. Following extensive 
studies under Rabe, Listemann and Falk, in Chicago, he climaxed his musical education by ape-
riod of arduous study under the famous violinist and composer, Svendsen, in Copenhagen. As a 
teacher, composer and conductor, he is an outstanding figure in the musical world of today. His 
larger compositions include Four Or,i'ental Sketches (which won the first prize in a natit,nal compe-
tition for the best orchestral work by an American comppser); a violin concerto; a fantasy for piano 
and orchestra; a symphon~c poem, Savonarola; a cantata, Love Triumphant; and an opera, The 
Oimbrz"ans (which was given its premiere in Copenhagen). 
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VIOLIN COMPOSITION 502 
The Sea Gull 
PAULSEN 
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VIOLIN COMPOSITION 510 
Concerto No. 2 3 
VI OTT I 
The Italian· word, concerto (kon-tschair'-toh), was originally applied to almost any kind of concerted 
music, that is to say, music requiring the cooperation of a number of musicians. 
Later, the word was used, as now, to designate an extended composition for the display of a solo 
instrument (occasionally more than one) against an instrumental accompaniment. (See Lesson 150, 
APPRECIATION.) The Italia ; composer, Torelli, is said to have been the first to write a composition 
of this type, a concerto for two violins and bass, which appeared in 1686. 
Mozart was the first to m@ld the concerto to the general form of. the sonata, of which form this concerto 
is an example. (See Lesson 70, FORM AND ANALYSIS.) As, it is likewise an example of absolute 
music (see Lesson 146, APPRECIATION), we look to its materials and plan of presentation for its in-
trillsic values. 
The three movements offer effective contrasts. The first and third (Allegro) are cheerful in mood, 
the third somewhat gayer than the first. Both are in the key of G. They are separated by a 
plainti~e second movement (Andante)in the key of E, rather slower than the modern conception of andante. 
The first theme of the first movement begins at measure 84, and continues to the first note . of 
measure 99. Transitional material leads to the second theme, which is stated in the key of the domi-
nant, D, and which extends from measure 109 to measure 127. The usual development section follows and 
the recapitulation begins with the re-statement of the first theme in the tonic key, starting in measure 287. 
Inasmuch as this concerto belongs to the Classical School of composition, you should be careful in your 
use of the vibrato, not to make your fluctuations of pitch too wide. Observe that the broad legato in meas-
ures 99 and 100 in the first movement is followed by an echo effect which is to be vlayed spiccato. The 
first movement requires considerable use of the Sixth Position, as, for example, in measures 128 to 134. 
The appealing melody of the second movement should be played with simplicity of style. Use the ex-
treme tip of the bow at the beginning of the third movement, and mark the rhythm well. Use a broad 
legato for the section beginning at measure ·44, with alternating bow effects. The melodic section 
which begins at measure 81 makes use of detached effects which should be played with delicacy. The 
sections from measures 167 to 187, and from 193 to 212, should be played vigorously and brilliantly. 
The concerto was unquestionably Viotti's favorite form of musical expression, as he composed a total 
of twenty-nine works in this form. In addition, he wrote numerous sonatas, quartets, trios and duets. 
He was born in Piedmont, Italy, in 1753, and died in London, in 1824. In point of time, he is 
placed between Mozart and Beethoven, and his works are classified as belonging to the Second Classical 
Period. (See Lesson 77, HISTORY.) 
Viotti received his first musical training from his father, who was a horn player; he later became 
a pupil of Pugnani. Throughout a long career, he devoted his time to giving concerts, to conducting op-
eras, and to composing. He is renowned not only as a composer, but also as a virtuoso of the violin, 
and is often referred to as "the father of modern violin playing;' because of the initiative which he dis-
played in opening up the technical resources of the instrument. 
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Concerto No. 23 
VIOTTI 
For Violin and Piano 
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VIOLIN · COMPOSITION 551 
Air for the G String 
BACH 
If you never learned more of Bach than this Air for the~ String, you might still feel that you 
knew hitn musically, for his genius shines through every note. 
Under the hands of a skillful violinist, this seemingly unpretentious melody has the power to weave 
a spell, and to hold listeners enthralled. There is some quality of magic in it which makes it linger in 
the memory, and, after it has become a permanent part of your musical consciousness, you will find 
that it recurs to you again and again in quiet moments, . bringing with it a mood of exaltation. 
The Air for the G String is taken from Bach's Suite in D, for orchestra. The other items in the 
Suite are known to comparatively few, but the famou~ Air is literally beloved of millions. It is one of 
the mysteries of the art of music, that out of the mass of enduring work of great composers, certa:ln 
of their simpler creations are endowed above others with undying universal appeal, and the unfailing 
ability to evoke human response. 
The transcription here presented was made by the celebrated violinist, August Wilhelmj, who also 
brought this melody to public attention in his concerts . 
. As you study this composition, think always "I must sing it, on the violin!' Tone production, then, 
is the technical feature on which you should concentrate your attention. AB the production of a beauti-
ful, singing tone depends largely upon certain fundamental points, you will find it helpful to refer to the 
summary of these points which is given in Lesson 19, TECHNIC. 
Play the first. note with an up-bow. Count eight to the measure and use not more than .. one-
quar.ter of the bow for the first four counts. Then you can_effectively make the crescendo ~grad­
ually.applying. pressure. to the b<>W, and increasing its speed. Continue the crescendo to ·the A in the 
second_measure. 
__ ____ After you have mastered this composition technically, you_ are much more likely to play _it_ too 
fast than to play it too slowly. Restrain your .tempo to a deliberate Lento, so _that each tone may 
l1ave its own important place in the pattern of the melody. 
For biographical notes on Johann .Sebastian Bach, refer to Lesson 73, HISTORY. 
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VIOLIN COMPOSITION 552 
Kuiavviak 
WIENIAWSKI 
This universally- beloved Composition, commonly calle~ "Kuiawiak" (koo - yahv -yahk), is also 
cataloged as the Second Mazurka of Wieniawski. 
The mazurka was originated in Poland in the eighteenth century, as a fashionable round dance 
for four or eight couples. It derived its name from "Mazur", denoting a native of Mazovia, which 
included the city of Warsaw, when Poland was a kingdom. 
Always in triple measure, the mazurka is, more often than not, accented on the second or third 
beat. Dance forms usually run true to type so far as metrical and rhythmic patterns are concerned, 
but often differ in tempo and spirit. Waltzes, for example, vary greatly, from the most languorous 
and dreamy, to the most brilliant and impetuous. So, too, with the mazurka. This mazurka is 
boisterous, rollicking and festive, in the extreme, thus faithfully interpreting the picture of a ca-
rousal, which the literal meaning of its title suggests. 
When we say that this Composition is a dance, we mean, of course, that it is a musical ideal-
ization which is intended to suggest a dance scene. Visualize to yourself a group of highly trained 
. dancers interpreting a mazurka, and this will help you to convey the picture to your listeners. 
As you know, interpretative dancers do not conf-0rm to the monotonously steady pace of ball-
room dancers - they use fluctuations of pace for purpotSes of emphasis and contrast. So, your 
tempo must be elastic and flexible - although certainly not erratic -- to meet the requirements 




on the use of as in measures 53 to 60, refer to Lesson 
·~~~llli-'11~1iilQl8illliiJ9lllllJ!tti-iM'Pi~•il.Qall~a.re for the harmonics in measures 77 to 
Henri Wieniawski (18 -1880) was a Polish violinist who achieved lasting renown, both 
through his prodigious att nments as a concert player, and through his compositions for the 
violin. 
All rights reserved for all countries, including th right of translation 
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Rustling of Spring 
Op. 32, No. 3 
SINDING 
3 
This composition is a good example of program music. (See Lesson 146, APPRECIATION.) 
When effectively interpreted, it brings vividly to mind the play of Spring winds through the leaves. 
The winds are sometimes gentle, sometimes brisk, and sometimes tempestuous. Their variabili-
ty may be suggested by the range of the dynamic contrasts in your playing, frompi"amo toforti"ssi"mn . . 
Play the melody tones with firm fingers so that they will be clear and song-like, even when soft. 
A· a preparatory study, you will find it helpful to play the melody loudly against a background of 
oft chords, as shown below: 
,W.&$ j ~!' ia I ,~ 1& 1 I~ 1F I ete. 
The broken chords which form the accompaniment suggest the "rustle" which gives this com-
po ition its name. Play them smoothly with the weight of the arm partially suspended. 
The accompaniment figures sometimes contain seven or Right thirty-second notes and rests to 
ach pulse; and sometimes four, five, six or seven sixteenths. In order thatthe pulses may be steady, 
you must be careful to distribute the time value of each beat evenly over the number of notes given to it. 
Practice slowly at first, and bring your performance up to the indicated speed(J=96)very gradually. 
Do not sacrifice clearne·ss for the sake of speed, and do not play the sections which are technically 
ea ·y any faster than you can play the sections which are technically harder. 
For greater ease in combining the two hands, and in making the melody distinct, the last note (in 
parentheses) in the right hand part of measures 10, 12, 70 and 72, may be omitted. 
Biographical data concerning Christian Sinding will be found in Lesson 98, HISTORY, of the 
herwood Music School Piano Course. 
Agitato (J= 96) 
1 2 3 5 
Copyright 1941 by Sherwood Music School. Imperial and International Copyright Secured 
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